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                 Article Writing                
                 Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements                Please answer all the questions below! 1. What is “improvisation”?   2. Describe the “swing” rhythm.   3. What are the three “jazz values” mentioned in the unit?   4. List and describe the 5 elements

                So, what is going on, basically, is that the basic beat of the tune is not divided in equal halves.  Most metal, rock, classical, marching band types of music are very even in the division of the beat. The classic jazz rhythm, and blues shuffles, feature that uneven feel that propels the  music.   Not all jazz has a swing feel. Many of today’s young musicians feel the swing feel is old and tired. Some of them go as far as to take pride in the fact that none of their songs “swing”. Rock and funk based kinds of grooves don’t swing. (characteristics continued) Advanced Harmoni es -Jazz players like those thick, juicy chords and “cutting edge”  sounds. What is new to one generation is old and tired to the next. A big part of jazz is about doing something new.  Jazz interpretation -Like the previous straight vs. swing example demonstr ates jazz can  be about HOW you play a tune too. Not only in terms of a swing beat, but also bending notes, changing melodies and harmonies, and generally adding your own spin to the tune. Jazz players and singers will bend notes, use “false fingerings” and various other techniques that would  make a classically trained musician squirm!  Real time interaction - Jazz is primarily a live and spontaneous sport. The players  reacting to and supporting each other gives the music vitality. The risk of messing up is al so  exciting!   Primarily instrumental music -That is not to say there aren’t thousand of jazz singers out  there, but jazz singers are judged on the WAY they sing a song, not the song itself. In jazz it’s all about interpreting the tune in your own way. Jazz singers use their voices AS instruments.   Jazz Values   Another way to look at jazz would be in terms of what the jazz musicians are looking for.  These would include things like risk, self -expression and technical ability Risk -Another great way to describ e jazz boils down to one word…..RISK. Jazz performers  and composers are not happy unless they’re out on a limb. The real -time, seat of your pants,  anything could happen, experience of playing (and listening to) improvised music is what attracts many of its players and fans.   A jazz musician spends his entire career in risky situations. On the bandstand they’re  risking it every night. When you’re improvising in front of an audience the whole thing could fall apart at any moment! That thrill of being in a ris ky situation and pulling it off (or not!!!) is what  jazz musicians live for!!   Trying to actually make a living at it puts you at risk for not being able to pay your bills or  even feed yourself. This attraction to risk might also explain why so many great musicians have  been caught up in drugs and alcohol. Risky behavior is a way of life for these people!  Self expression -Jazz musicians are constantly striving to find their “voice”. Most players  will develop a timbre or tone that becomes a recognizable featu re of their playing. They will  also develop an individual melodic style. Some will play incredibly fast, others slow and pretty. Whatever their style, most jazz musicians will consider their performance successful if they able to convey some sort of person al expression.  Technical ability - In order to successfully improvise and convey self expression jazz  players need to be masters of their instruments and music theory. The idea is to be able to play ANYTHING you want to play, not just what you CAN play. Thi s is a lifelong pursuit for many. Jazz  players will judge each other on their musical ability to express themselves.   This usually involves a mastery of reading and writing music but is not a requirement.  Many great jazz legends couldn’t read a lick of mus ic but they could play whatever popped into  their heads instantly! The freedom to be able to pull off any musical statement that comes to mind and instantly interact with other musicians doing the same is a supreme jazz value. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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